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1 Introduction to this document
This document is formatted as follows:
●

An executive summary describing the our position and evaluation of the
platform as well as the findings of the DD report.

●

A detailed point by point commentary of each part of the report.

●

A concluding statement about our plans for the future.

2 Overview and structure of this document
This document is presented as a companion and response document to the Due
Diligence (DD) of the bloXmove Mobility Blockchain Platform (MBP) conducted by
Niels Klompen (NK) on behalf of the Dutch Blockchain Coalition (DBC) and the Dutch
Ministry of Infrastructure and Waterworks (“The Ministry”).
bloXmove greatly appreciates the time and effort put into this Due Diligence report by
Niels Klomp on behalf of the Dutch Blockchain Consortium (DBC). bloXmove is
thankful for the quality of the results and respects and acts on the suggestions put
forward in it.
NK and bloXmove agree that both documents are
✓ correct where they present facts,
✓ admissible where they present opinions or qualifications and
✓ should be read together to understand the platform, its design and its value.
On this note, we clearly state that we, as bloXmove, agree completely on the technical
facts presented in the DD.
On some points, especially qualifications, we beg to differ with regards to evaluation or
implications. Those points are mainly around topics which are subject to differences in
interpretation or are work in progress and are undergoing development, integration or
deployment. We are thankful to the reviewer for clarifying the priorities of these tasks.
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With this response we wish to provide this context and background,
✓ where it didn’t enter the report or
✓ hadn’t been received by or provided to NK at the time or
✓ where it is the result of the last three weeks of bloXmove taking the valuable
input from the DD to apply it to the actual improvement of our documentation
and presentation as well as some points in the exchange of VCs and VPs.
We structure our document as follow:
1. Executive Summary
2. Itemized response
3. Next steps and roadmap

2.1 Executive Summary
We use this document to present the full scope of the bloXmove platform to the Dutch
MaaS as well as the wider community in the areas of Power & Mobility.
This document contains
-

Documentation of the scope and content of the platform,

-

a complete list of source code repositories,

-

a list of open-sourced modules with their respective license model (MIT),

-

fully functional installation scripts for developers not familiar with the platform,

-

updated

exchange

format

for

Verified

Credentials

(VP)

and

Verified

Presentations (VP), as well as
-

a fully detailed and committing roadmap towards release of the remaining
modules into the domain of open source.
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Our assessment – fully bearing in mind the results of the due diligence – leads us to
posit the software as being fully production-ready. Point in fact being that we are
actively engaged with a number of reputable partners who will launch commercial
pilots with bloXmove by Q3: 50Hertz, Bankhaus v. der Heydt (recently acquired by
Bitmex), Energy Web Foundation, Tier (with mittweida, Uni, Volksbank, Schaufenster
Region blockchain), SAP (with TUM, München reallabor), flixbus, and Athlon (Mobility
Budget solutions).
We will follow NK in using EU readiness levels to rate the maturity and readiness of the
platform. The levels described for instance in ec.europa.eu/research/participants/

data/ref/h2020/wp/2014_2015/annexes/h2020-wp1415-annex-g-trl_en.pdf are as
follows:
-

TRL 1 – basic principles observed

-

TRL 2 – technology concept formulated

-

TRL 3 – experimental proof of concept

-

TRL 4 – technology validated in lab

-

TRL 5 – technology validated in relevant environment (industrially relevant
environment in the case of key enabling technologies)

-

TRL 6 – technology demonstrated in relevant environment (industrially relevant
environment in the case of key enabling technologies)

-

TRL 7 – system prototype demonstration in operational environment

-

TRL 8 – system complete and qualified

-

TRL 9 – actual system proven in operational environment (competitive
manufacturing in the case of key enabling technologies; or in space)

Our current staging platform and internal pilot instances are demonstrating and
providing the technology in relevant environments with partner systems being
integrated into the platform.
In addition, we will launch two pilots into operative production within the next 6
months.
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This leads us to a self-assessment of currently being between level TR6 and TR7 –
approaching TR7 by Q4/2022.
On these various topics:
●

Open-source code and public documentation. The following documentation
has recently been released officially by us to support developers working with
the platform:

https://bloxmove-com.github.io/
●

Tests. Automatic tests are run on unit and integration test levels. After receiving
this report, it was clear more module tests were needed to test parts of the
system. The test suite has been updated appropriately. At the moment there is
no external interface to our testing automation.

●

Licenses. This table shows the current licenses for all repositories listed in the
report. Also the planned license from May 2022. A link to all repositories (and
there the code) is available at the end of this document.
Github Repository

Current License

Future license (see roadmap
in Appendix)

did-asset-library

Closed

Closed.
Obfuscated package will be
available
building

to allow
of

all

other

packages. Will be released
as open source later this
year under the MIT License.

Fleet-node

Closed

MIT

Fleet-portal

Closed

MIT

Fleet-backend

Closed

MIT
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Github Repository

Current License

Future license (see roadmap
in Appendix)

Service-Catalog-agg

Closed

MIT

Vehicle-authority

Closed

MIT

Verifiable-invoice

Closed

MIT

Virtual-car-wallet

Closed

MIT

Bloxmove-tomp-gw

Apache

MIT

regator

●

Installation documentation for each of these components has been made
available in the individual repositories. Installation documentation for the whole
system is available under:
https://github.com/bloxmove-com/platform-deploy-test

2.2 Detailed Response – Chapter for Chapter
The following sections of the document follow the content and structure of NK’s
report section by section. The original document is shown on the left and our
comments to the sections are on the right.
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3 Source code
The source code of both the Fleetnode and the
TOMP-GW is relatively easy to follow and
properly structured into REST API Controllers,
services containing the bulk of the logic and lastly
common classes and interfaces.

3.1 Use of annotations
Swagger API annotations are being used to
generate OpenAPI specifications from the classes
and controllers. Some of the swagger data is not
entirely in line with the actual implementation or
seems to be copy/pasted from another endpoint,
without updating for instance the description.
This is however sporadic and something you
encounter in a lot of software products at this
development stage.
Validation annotations are also being used in
places, to ensure data restrictions are enforced,
like for example a property which is not allowed
to be empty/undefined.

3.2 Separation of concerns (SOLID)
Some of the Service classes do seem to have
more responsibilities than one would expect.
Several examples of these are being highlighted
in the Fleetnode chapter. Some refactor work
probably is needed to increase the cohesion and
reduce

coupling.

Noticeable

examples

are

Authentication/Access token handling as well as
VC/VP related code. Also some of the methods
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are

relatively

long,

also

indicating

more

separation/refactoring could help.

3.3 String literals
Throughout the code a lot of strings are being
used

in

different

places.

Examples

are

URLs/paths, property keys and configuration
keys. By having the same strings scattered across
the code chances of bugs/mistakes increase,
especially when strings are not consistently being
updated. Therefore it typically is good to create
constants out of the string literals so that an
update only has to happen in a single location.
The code could use some more constants,
especially since the testing coverage is not
optimal it seems.

3.4 Code duplication
There are some examples of code that has a high
similarity and repetition, which probably should
be refactored to prevent future bugs, but the
amount of these instances is low and thus not a
big issue.
Some

of

the

best

examples

are

the

checkConsumerVerifiableCredentials in the rental
helper service and also the vehicle registration
item mentioned elsewhere. In the Fleetnode
chapter an example is given that shows different
behaviour as a result of duplication.

3.5 Overall code quality and other metrics
The cyclomatic complexity of most code is low,
which is good. Some methods seem to be too
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long and would need to be split up. Some classes
are also on the longer side.
Automatic linting of the code to check against
common errors is setup. Continuous Integration is
setup testing the software on source code
changes.

3.6 Source code conclusion
Every software product can be improved from a

We are glad that NK reaches the

source code perspective. There almost always is

conclusion: “As such the overall

trade-off

code itself seems to be of a relative

between

time

and

money

and

development budgets, and other stakeholder
requirements like time to market. The source
code itself can be improved as mentioned, but it
is in a state with a relative low amount of
technical debt and written in a way that is easy to
follow. As such the overall code itself seems to be
of a relative good quality.

good quality”.
With regards to the relativization:
on a formal and absolute level all
concerns

mentioned

document

are

in

the

justified.

The

deviation from pure perfection is in
our

experience

development

normal

project

to

any

within

a

startup where things are very much
in

motion

highly

agile

and
and

development
iterative.

is

This

seems to be clear to the writer of
the Due Diligence - but we wish to
make this clear to the non-technical
readers of the document too. As
the quote makes clear, it is good
quality relative to other code the
author has experience with. In the
topics

detailed

this

is

very

important because none can be
perfectly completed, only being
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relatively

better

to the rest is

relevant.
The technical topics themselves:
Use of annotations, separation of
concerns,

string

literals,

code

duplication, code metrics and code
quality are all best practices in the
business, and we agree on whole
heartedly. They are topics which are
continuingly worked on and are
never finished, even in production
ready versions of software. We as
team are always on the lookout with
code reviews and other tools for
these factors as we develop the
code.
Our aim is to release the relevant
code as open source to allow full
inspection of the system by any
developers. This improves the trust
in the code. Exactly with feedback
as given here we can improve the
code base to remove the risks
listed.
But as is usual with software that is
in active development there are,
with every new release, potentially
new bugs. This is kept in check with
an

active

and

expanding

coverage.
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test

4 Testing
Testing is the process of automatically ensuring
the software product operates and behaves as
designed and thus as expected. It is an important
aspect of providing, ensuring and maintaining
software quality. There are multiple ways to
ensure testing is in order. In this chapter the most
important ways for a software product composed
mainly of REST APIs are being discussed in the

We concur with NK’s conclusions
on Testing. Test coverage, whether
it be unit, module or integration
testing

must

be

continually

improved. This is a continuous path
we are following in that every
development gets a basic set of
tests.

context of the review.

Following the communication of

4.1 Unit tests

this

Unit tests are some of the lowest level tests

coverage using the existing and

available. They test an individual small piece of

running

the total software product. The so called unit

Automation is also being improved

sometimes also referred to as module. This can

in the QA team continually.

have

document,
been

extra

placed
test

resources

to

increase

framework.

be a single function or a set of functions, with
one thing in common, they do not cross the

The "Postman functions" mentioned

boundary

in

in the report will be released to the

software one module needs methods/services

public as part of the open-sourced

from another module. In that case the other

packages. We have purged the

module should have a fake implementation,

scripts of parameters specific to our

which is called mocking. The reason this works is

local installations and have added

because the other module also should have its

additional

own unit tests as well as so called integration

manual launching and testing. We

tests (see next sub-chapter).

feel it is unnecessary to force our

into

other

modules.

Typically

By the looks of individual tests of the services, the
available tests itself seem to have a proper depth
and proper use of so called mocking of other
modules. This basically means faking the other

documentation

for

choice of testing framework on
others but see the necessity of
providing the tests for others to
check their work.

component, as the purpose of a unit test is to test
your local component’s code only.
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Since I could not build the software myself

The

because of the missing `did-asset-library-core/

library source code or ability to link

nestjs` library, I was unable to generate coverage

a version of it to build own versions

data on the unit tests in place. Coverage data

is a major roadblock for users

looks at the total amount of source code being

wishing

tested, both in terms of files, lines and execution

Unfortunately, due to the need to

paths. By some manual inspections it seems that

protect what is for the time being

most services have some tests in place, but not

unique

every service method is being tested and some

Intellectual Property, we will only be

services are not really tested except for them

able to open-source this module

being available. This is easily obtained from

once it has been fully finalized. As

looking at which service methods are being called

for all our components, IT WILL BE

from REST controllers, with no test method in

RELEASED OPEN-SOURCE no later

place in the associated test file for the service.

than end of 2022. Until then we

The REST controllers are the contract to the

plan to release immediately an

outside world and thus the starting point for code

obfuscated

execution. Overall it seems unit testing is focused

version.

unavailability

to

of

test

and

but

the

did-asset-

system.

highly-valuable

freely

available

on the more “important” functionality of a
specific services.
Also service methods that do accept parameters
do not seem to be tested against different values
of

these

parameters.

Different

parameters

typically lead to different execution paths within
the code, and thus should be tested. The result is
that

the

line

coverage

would

increase

if

alternative inputs would be tested.

4.2 Integration and end-to-end tests
Integration tests are typically used to test across
multiple modules in the same software product,
ensuring they are working properly together.
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End-to-end (e2e) tests normally allow to test
flows of the solution from beginning to end
ensuring it operates as expected. Typically at
least the high value flows, providing the bulk of
the important functionality are involved in these
types of tests.
There are some so called end-to-end (e2e) testing
files in place. The e2e tests available however are
only testing that the app itself is running and
does not test separate flows unfortunately.
E2E testing is apparently being done by the
bloxMove QA team, mostly in a more interactive
way. The QA team is also responsible for the
Postman collection used as part of the e2e tests.
The postman collection is non-public at present
and covers a quite extensive set of endpoints of
the solution. The reviewer suggests to make
these

resources

available

to

the

public,

accompanied by some documentation, so others
can also properly test using data that is more in
line with how production would look like.

4.3 Testing conclusion
The unit tests need to be extended to cover more
service methods. Care needs to be given to have
tests that handle different input parameters to
test different execution paths in the code.
Integration and end-to-end testing needs to be
made

publicly

available

with

some

documentation.
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5 Documentation
Documentation is an absolute requirement for
any software product. Documentation typically
has

different

audiences

and

ideally

documentation makes clear distinctions between
these audiences. Both in terms of presentation
and

depth.

Example

audiences

are

system/technical administrators responsible for
running

the

administrators,

application,
responsible

for

functional
day

to

day

operations from an end-users perspective. The
end-users
which

themselves and lastly developers,

can

software

be

external

components

parties

and

REST

integrating
APIs,

or

developers of the software product itself. These
are distinct types of developers that should be
treated differently. The state of documentation is
typically a good indicator of the maturity of a
product, as documentation typically is lagging
behind the actual software product features
implemented and becomes more important at the
point a product is being used and sold in
production settings.

5.1 General documentation
The documentation provided publicly about the

We agree with NK’s finding at the

Fleet Node and the TOMP-Gateway is very light

time of the report and have moved

on details. It seems to be geared at software

to

developers mainly and a small bit geared towards

Documentation for both Fleet Node

technical administrators. The TOMP-Gateway

as well as TOMP-Gateway have

does provide some sequence diagrams that show

been brought up to par.

remedy

the

situation.
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how a mobility app, the bloxMove Fleet Node, the

Documentation for the asset library

TOMP-Gateway and Transport Operator would

has been extended and the binary

interact. These diagrams where the most helpful

code has been released as part of

available documentation during my initial review.

the Fleet Node module. The asset

The rest of the documentation is about the basic

library is extensively documented

steps of running and testing the code, which is

as a black box within the flows

not extensive enough.

managed by the Fleet Node.

Having no access to the `did-asset-library` library
meant it was impossible to build the software and
test the setup instructions. Looking at the
Continuous Integration (CI) file it seems that CI is
done using Kubernetes and Helm charts. By the
looks of these files, following the steps in the
documentation would not have resulted in a
running

examples.

information

on

Things

hostnames,

like

missing

changed

DID

methods, but also prerequisites like the IPFS
setup and a local Ethereum ‘blxm’ network are
missing from the documentation altogether.
The documentation in the non-publicly available
Confluence
architecture,

is

more
APIs

in

and

depth

about

components.

the
This

documentation provides a better overview and
most of that documentation ideally should be
made available to the general public.

5.2 Source code documentation
The source code is not really documented. Source
code

documentation

is

targeting

product

developers and can be a double edged sword. It
needs to be very accurate and in line with the
code, otherwise it is better to have almost none at
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all and rely on accompanying documentation at
higher levels. A lot of projects are somewhere in
the middle, which means source code is not in
line with the inline documentation (the Smart
Vehicle ID Number (VIN) Service has some
examples of these), which can become very
confusing. As long as code is neatly written and
has

a

clear separation of concerns, I am

personally okay with not having too much source
code documentation. In all cases you do expect
to see some documentation/remarks in the code
where for instance something unexpected is
happening, or where there is a complex algorithm
for instance. I did notice these types or comments
in the code.
Although some engineers might not agree, the
reviewer is okay with having this type of approach
to source code documentation at this stage of
the product.
The bloxMove team was very supportive in
providing insights and explanations when things
were

not

immediately

clear

from

the

documentation or code given. No “questionable”
responses were given or answers that were not in
line with the actual code. One thing to note
though

is

the

black

box

feeling

as

no

insight/documentation was given about all the
components involved in the whole platform.

5.3 SSI SDK
Some Documentation for the Apple/iOS SSI SDK
was handed over. This SDK can be used in apps
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to create what bloxMove refers to as a native
scenario. The SDK allows to manage keys and
DIDs, as well as sign input data using these keys.
The documentation provides pointers for the
onboarding flow, as well as the rental process,
where the SSI-SDK would be integrated into the
iOS app of the provider. It has a mapping of
methods to use cases and provides some pseudo
code. The documentation of the SDK seems more
detailed/complete than other documentation I
have witnessed, but without giving actual source
code examples probably it will not be enough for
developers

to

successfully

complete

the

integration without help. There also seems to be
some

slight

mismatch

between

the

SDK

documentation and the actual implementation on
the Fleetnode side. The confirm rental in the SDK
expects a signature with the contract DID as
input, whilst the Fleetnode expects a Verifiable
Credential for instance. The getAccessToken
endpoint in the Fleetnode however does have a
header for this type of signature, but is not
implemented. The SSI SDK needs to be refreshed
a bit it seems.

5.4 Documentation conclusion

Re. 5.4 Documentation Conclusion

Conclusion is that the documentation currently

As is stated in the conclusion: "the

would allow an experienced person, like an

team should be able to produce

architect or senior developer to get their bearings

comprehensive

in the bloxMove platform, but the publicly

given

available documentation is too light to get any

platform and the already available

interested party up to speed easily. Especially

internal documentation."

their

documentation

knowledge

of

documentation on the different architectural
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the

components

involved

components,

Smart

like

Contracts,

the

Doorman

Due

to

prioritisation

of

the

IPFS/Storage,

functioning and security of the

Service Catalog, Verifiable Credential Types, DID,

system, the internal documentation

Authentication/Authorization

was not yet made public. This is to

and

their

relationships are only present in the non-public

be

Confluence environment. Some documentation

should, with the release of this

for the SSI-SDK for IoS is available, which is a bit

document, be available on GitHub

more extensive, but not enough to have an

pages.

interested party integrate everything without
help.

corrected

immediately

and

Not only will this overview of the
system and the technical diagrams

Given the answers provided by the bloxMove

be

team, there is a bit more work to be done in this

information of how to set up and

department, but the team should be able to

test the system. So that developers

produce comprehensive documentation given

can personally install and test the

their knowledge of the platform and the already

software. This will also be done as

available internal documentation.

in testing without forcing the user

made

available

but

also

to first install our internal CI/CD
system. Especially with the use of
Kubernetes with Helm this could be
more challenging than the software
itself.
With

this

we

believe

the

documentation will be of the same
standard
open-source

as

other
production

good
ready

software.
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6 Testing
Testing is the process of automatically ensuring
the software product operates and behaves as
designed and thus as expected. It is an important
aspect of providing, ensuring and maintaining
software quality. There are multiple ways to
ensure testing is in order. In this chapter the most
important ways for a software product composed
mainly of REST APIs are being discussed in the
context of the review.

6.1 Unit tests
Unit tests are some of the lowest level tests
available. They test an individual small piece of
the total software product. The so called unit
sometimes also referred to as module. This can be
a single function or a set of functions, with one
thing in common, they do not cross the boundary
into other modules. Typically in software one
module needs methods/services from another
module. In that case the other module should
have a fake implementation, which is called
mocking. The reason this works is because the
other module also should have its own unit tests
as well as so called integration tests (see next
sub-chapter).
By the looks of individual tests of the services, the
available tests itself seem to have a proper depth
and proper use of so called mocking of other
modules. This basically means faking the other
component, as the purpose of a unit test is to test
your local component’s code only.
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Since I could not build the software myself
because of the missing `did-asset-library-core/

nestjs` library, I was unable to generate coverage
data on the unit tests in place. Coverage data
looks at the total amount of source code being
tested, both in terms of files, lines and execution
paths. By some manual inspections it seems that
most services have some tests in place, but not
every service method is being tested and some
services are not really tested except for them
being available. This is easily obtained from
looking at which service methods are being called
from REST controllers, with no test method in
place in the associated test file for the service.
The REST controllers are the contract to the
outside world and thus the starting point for code
execution. Overall it seems unit testing is focused
on the more “important” functionality of a
specific services.
Also service methods that do accept parameters
do not seem to be tested against different values
of

these

parameters.

Different

parameters

typically lead to different execution paths within
the code, and thus should be tested. The result is
that

the

line

coverage

would

increase

if

alternative inputs would be tested.

6.2 Integration and end-to-end tests
Integration tests are typically used to test across
multiple modules in the same software product,
ensuring they are working properly together.
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End-to-end (e2e) tests normally allow to test
flows of the solution from beginning to end
ensuring it operates as expected. Typically at
least the high value flows, providing the bulk of
the important functionality are involved in these
types of tests.
There are some so called end-to-end (e2e) testing
files in place. The e2e tests available however are
only testing that the app itself is running and
does not test separate flows unfortunately.
E2E testing is apparently being done by the
bloxMove QA team, mostly in a more interactive
way. The QA team is also responsible for the
Postman collection used as part of the e2e tests.
The postman collection is non-public at present
and covers a quite extensive set of endpoints of
the solution. The reviewer suggests to make these
resources available to the public, accompanied by
some documentation, so others can also properly
test using data that is more in line with how
production would look like.

6.3 Testing conclusion

Re. 6.3 Testing Conclusions

The unit tests need to be extended to cover more
service methods. Care needs to be given to have
tests that handle different input parameters to
test different execution paths in the code.
Integration and end-to-end testing needs to be
made

publicly

documentation.

available

with

some

We concur with the conclusions
here as well. Test coverage, whether
it be unit, module or integration
testing

must

be

continually

improved. This is a continuous path
we are following in that every
development gets a basic set of
tests.
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Following the communication of
this document extra resources have
been placed to increase coverage
using the existing and running test
framework. Automatization is also
being improved in the QA team
continually.
The "Postman functions" mentioned
in the report will be released to the
public. Private information is being
removed

first

and

documentation

for

new
manual

launching and testing. We feel it is
unnecessary to force our choice of
testing framework on others but
see the necessity of providing the
tests for others to check their work.
The

unavailability

library

source

of

code

did-assetdoes

not

constitute an obstacle to building
and

running

the

software.

As

mentioned above we have released
the binary runtime library as part of
the open-source release of the
Fleet-Node and documented the
interactions

with

highly-granular

sequence diagrams. The current
release

of

the

asset

library is

obfuscated but free.
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Re. 7 Documentation:

7 Documentation
Documentation is an absolute requirement for
any software product. Documentation typically
has

different

audiences

and

ideally

documentation makes clear distinctions between
these audiences. Both in terms of presentation
and

depth.

Example

audiences

are

system/technical administrators responsible for
running

the

administrators,

application,
responsible

for

functional
day

to

day

operations from an end-users perspective. The
end-users
which

themselves

can

software

be

and lastly developers,

external

components

parties

and

REST

integrating
APIs,

or

As is stated in the conclusion: "the

team should be able to produce
comprehensive
given

their

documentation

knowledge

of

the

platform and the already available
internal documentation."
Due

to

prioritisation

of

the

functioning and security of the
system, the internal documentation
was not yet made public. This has
been corrected and is, with the
release

of

this

document,

be

available on GitHub pages.

developers of the software product itself. These

This includes not only an overview

are distinct types of developers that should be

of the system and the technical

treated differently. The state of documentation is

diagrams but also information on

typically a good indicator of the maturity of a

how to set up and test the system,

product, as documentation typically is lagging

so that developers can personally

behind the actual software product features

install and test the software. This

implemented and becomes more important at the

has been done in the same spirit as

point a product is being used and sold in

the release of our testing artefacts,

production settings.

i.e.: without forcing the user to first

7.1 General documentation

install our internal CI/CD system.
Especially

with

the

use

of

The documentation provided publicly about the

Kubernetes with Helm this could be

Fleet Node and the TOMP-Gateway is very light

more challenging than the software

on details. It seems to be geared at software

itself.

developers mainly and a small bit geared towards
technical

administrators. The TOMP-Gateway

does provide some sequence diagrams that show
how a mobility app, the bloxMove Fleet Node, the
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TOMP-Gateway and Transport Operator would

With

this

interact. These diagrams where the most helpful

documentation

available documentation during my initial review.

standard

The rest of the documentation is about the basic

well-written,

steps of running and testing the code, which is

production ready software.

to

we
is
be
good

believe

the

now

the

of

expected

open-source

not extensive enough.
Having no access to the `did-asset-library` library
meant it was impossible to build the software and
test the setup instructions. Looking at the
Continuous Integration (CI) file it seems that CI is
done using Kubernetes and Helm charts. By the
looks of these files, following the steps in the
documentation would not have resulted in a
running examples. Things like missing information
on hostnames, changed DID methods, but also
prerequisites like the IPFS setup and a local
Ethereum ‘blxm’ network are missing from the
documentation altogether.
The documentation in the non-publicly available
Confluence
architecture,

is

more
APIs

in

and

depth

about

components.

the
This

documentation provides a better overview and
most of that documentation ideally should be
made available to the general public.

7.2 Source code documentation
The source code is not really documented. Source
code

documentation

is

targeting

of

product

developers and can be a double edged sword. It
needs to be very accurate and in line with the
code, otherwise it is better to have almost none at
all and rely on accompanying documentation at
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higher levels. A lot of projects are somewhere in
the middle, which means source code is not in
line with the inline documentation (the Smart
Vehicle ID Number (VIN) Service has some
examples of these), which can become very
confusing. As long as code is neatly written and
has

a

clear

separation of concerns, I am

personally okay with not having too much source
code documentation. In all cases you do expect to
see some documentation/remarks in the code
where for instance something unexpected is
happening, or where there is a complex algorithm
for instance. I did notice these types or comments
in the code.
Although some engineers might not agree, the
reviewer is okay with having this type of approach
to source code documentation at this stage of the
product.
The bloxMove team was very supportive in
providing insights and explanations when things
were

not

immediately

clear

from

the

documentation or code given. No “questionable”
responses were given or answers that were not in
line with the actual code. One thing to note
though

is

the

black

box

feeling

as

no

insight/documentation was given about all the
components involved in the whole platform.

7.3 SSI SDK
Some Documentation for the Apple/iOS SSI SDK
was handed over. This SDK can be used in apps to
create what bloxMove refers to as a native
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scenario. The SDK allows to manage keys and
DIDs, as well as sign input data using these keys.
The documentation provide pointers for the
onboarding flow, as well as the rental process,
where the SSI-SDK would be integrated into the
iOS app of the provider. It has a mapping of
methods to use cases and provides some pseudo
code. The documentation of the SDK seems more
detailed/complete than other documentation I
have witnessed, but without giving actual source
code examples probably it will not be enough for
developers

to

successfully

complete

the

integration without help. There also seems to be
some

slight

mismatch

between

the

SDK

documentation and the actual implementation on
the Fleetnode side. The confirm rental in the SDK
expects a signature with the contract DID as
input, whilst the Fleetnode expects a Verifiable
Credential for instance. The getAccessToken
endpoint in the Fleetnode however does have a
header for this type of signature, but is not
implemented. The SSI SDK needs to be refreshed
a bit it seems.

7.4 Documentation conclusion
Conclusion is that the documentation currently
would allow an experienced person, like an
architect or senior developer to get their bearings
in the bloxMove platform, but the publicly
available documentation is too light to get any
interested party up to speed easily. Especially
documentation on the different architectural
components

involved

like

the

Doorman
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components,

Smart

Contracts,

IPFS/Storage,

Service Catalog, Verifiable Credential Types, DID,
Authentication/Authorization

and

their

relationships are only present in the non-public
Confluence environment. Some documentation
for the SSI-SDK for IoS is available, which is a bit
more extensive, but not enough to have an
interested party integrate everything without
help.
Given the answers provided by the bloxMove
team, there is a bit more work to be done in this
department, but the team should be able to
produce comprehensive documentation given
their knowledge of the platform and the already
available internal documentation.
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8 Architecture/Components
involved
This review is mainly focused on the bloxMove
TOMP-Gateway PoC and the so called Fleetnode.
The

Fleetnode is responsible for managing

vehicles as well as renting vehicles either directly
or B2B, which is referred to as backfill. Both
software products are written in the Typescript
programming language, which is a superset of

The architecture summary is correct
and hopefully in future clearer and
easier

to

understand

with

the

internal information which is being
released

public

(see

above

comment).

Javascript. The applications are run using Node.js

We are of course very pleased with

which

the

is

an

Open-Source

cross

platform

summary:

"From

the

Javascript runtime environment.

components that where available it

The bloxMove TOMP-Gateway allows Transport

seems that proper separation has

Operators (TO) to integrate with the Fleetnode

been done, which should be easily

using TOMP APIs. This means the exposure of

scalable."

bloxMove concepts is minimized as the TO simply
implements the TOMP interfaces. Only a subset
of these interfaces is currently implemented
though

(service-catalog,

practically

scalable

in

real

life

assigning

of

situations and loads.

booking

creation/confirmation/end, and door-status).
The below overview picture is provided by the
bloxMove team, which helps in putting some of
the major components into perspective:

Which shows that the solution is

The

not

logical

open-source
corrected,

licences

so

that

has
all

been

released

software will be MIT license, where
technical allowed by other licenses.
The Doorman has not been part of
the work with and for the Dutch
Blockchain

Coalition

and

the

ministry. As such it is completely
out of scope and we do not see its
relevance

to

the

context

it

presented in.
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is

8.1 Exclusion of the ‘did-asset-library’ and
`Doorman` component
Certain components have been excluded from
review on as bloxMove deemed that potentially
too much overlap might exists with work the
reviewer’s Company (Sphereon BV) is involved
with.
By excluding the `did-asset-library` and the
Doorman component, which form the SSI basis of
the solution, obviously it becomes very hard to
determine whether these libraries have been
properly implemented. Especially since one of the
objectives of the review is to ascertain whether
proper

SSI

Fleetnode

principles
code

are being used. The
however

uses

the

aforementioned library and its services and
methods. This means that the Fleetnode reveals
enough information about the so called interfaces
of the methods it contains. Both input parameters
and result values can be deduced from the code.
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Most

methods

straightforward

involved
SSI

methods

seem
for

to

be

DIDs

and

VCs/VPs management, so the reviewer fails to see
why these would be excluded. Especially in the
light of bloxMove reaffirming it wants to make all
the code available as Open-Source software.
The Doorman component is more opaque to the
reviewer. This component is responsible for
binding Authentication data with DIDs as part of
an Identity Provider (IDP). This authentication
happens outside of the Fleetnode/TOMP-GW
and potentially has overlap with software the
reviewer’s company (Sphereon) is working on. To
exclude this component from the review is a bit
more

understandable,

reaffirmation

about

although
making

this

the

same

available

Open-Source has been given.

8.2 Did-asset-library
The did-asset-library-core/nestjs
The ‘did-asset-library’ contains an Asset Service
which is responsible for issuing and verifying
Verifiable Credentials and Verifiable Presentations
as well as DID management and resolution. Next
to these responsibilities it can create attestations
and retrieve data properties from assets like the
Vehicle Id Number (VIN) from the vehicle asset
DID. Basically it contains services and methods
responsible for the core of the SSI work in the
bloxMove platform.
The library also contains a Config Service, which
as the name implies allows to get configuration
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values like settings and Fleetnode identities from
configuration.

8.3 Fleetnode
Review remarks and findings about the Fleetnode
code can be found in a separate chapter. This
chapter explains the main services involved.
8.3.1 Vehicle management and registration
Vehicles managed and booked by the Fleetnode
are referred to as assets. The actual API for the
registration is the so called Vehicle Authority API,
which is not part of the Fleetnode codebase.
From the Fleetnode code we can however deduct
that registration of a Vehicle requires minimal
data, like a unique asset DID and proof of
ownership with a signature that gets created from
a message using the DID of the Fleetnode. The
Vehicle Authority API also allows to check
whether a VIN number exists or not. The
Fleetnode uses this to ascertain that a VIN
number is not issued yet and thus can be claimed
during the registration of a new vehicle asset. As
part of this flow involved vehicle registration
wallet DIDs are added as involved parties using
the so called Asset Service. This allows the
respective DIDs to set/update data on the vehicle
asset as well as sign signatures. The Asset Service
is then being used to sign the proof of ownership
and register that information.
8.3.2 Service catalog
In the Fleetnode backend there is a notion of B2B
interactions of Transport Operators (TOs) to make
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their

vehicles

available

to one another by

querying the Service Catalog using a channel
filter.
The Service Catalog is not part of the Fleetnode
codebase and the reviewer does not have access
to the codebase to review its implementation. The
service seems to be an application exposing a
REST API that aggregates all assets of all TOs
associated with the Mobility Provider running the
BloxMove platform. The Service Catalog returns
all

available

vehicles

and

their

respective

Fleetnode URLs.
8.3.3 Vehicle rental
The Vehicle rental service allows to request and
confirm vehicle rentals by consumers as well as
requesting and confirming the end of the rental. It
also contains a method to update the door status
of the vehicle. Lastly it allows to retrieve an
access token to lock/unlock a vehicle. The input is
the contract DID together with either a signature
from

the

consumer

with

as

digest

the

contractDID, or a Verifiable Credential.
The consumer signature however does not seem
to be implemented, leaving the VC as the only
option. The response of that method is an Access
Token response with an array of Verifiable
Credentials,

of

which

one

is

the

VehicleAccessCredential. This credential expires
after a configured amount of time and the subject
has the consumer as holder, and contains
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information about the vehicle DID and contract
DID.
The Vehicle Rental Service also has the concept
of a backfill service. Basically this is a B2B service,
in which a Fleetnode operator can use vehicles of
another Fleetnode operator for its consumers.
8.3.4 Settlement
The

settlement

service

is

responsible

for

management of agreements (start, end and
settle) as well as any assets/vehicles involved. It
has

contract

data

like prices, vehicle DID,

consumer DID, terms and conditions, but also
required user and business claims. Ending the
agreement has usage data as its input. This data
is about dates/times, mileage, geolocation and
final price.
There are 2 implementations of the Settlement
Service. One is a dummy implementation only
logging the requests, the other is the SmartVIN
Service, which can be enabled/disabled from the
Fleetnode configuration.

The actual SmartVIN

REST API itself is not part of the Fleetnode
codebase and thus not part of this review.
The SmartVin Service is the bridge to the Corda
DLT. The Corda Identity for the FleetNode owner,
is stored as part of the DID Document using the
‘alsoKnownAs’ field if present, which does pose a
potential security issue. See chapter 8.6 for more
details.

8.4 Ethereum Solidity smart contracts
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The contracts are GPLv3, which as a more
restrictive Open-Source license in terms of use in
proprietary software, basically requiring that the
software using a GPL library also becomes
Open-Source according to GPL. What the exact
impact is on software using the Application
Binary Interface to interact with the respective
contracts is left out of scope for the review. The
team made clear that a more liberal MIT license
will be chosen as the eventual Open-Source
license.
8.4.1 DID registry
EIP-1056

compatible

GPLv3

licensed

smart

contract that allows to check signatures, set or
update the owner and/or delegate of the DID and
set or revoke attributes of the DID. Seems to be
based on the uPort’s (Veramo/Consensys Mesh
these

days)

ethr-did-registry

project

(https://github.com/uport-project/ethr-did-registr
y/blob/develop/contracts/EthereumDIDRegistry.s
ol) which oddly enough is more liberal in licensing
(Apache2 & MIT), meaning the team made a
choice to apply a more restrictive license. The
team made clear that a more liberal MIT license
will be chosen as the eventual Open-Source
license though.
8.4.2 Asset
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GPLv3 licensed smart contract for storing assets
on chain. Allows to setup roles for assets (Admin,
Controller, Signer, setData). Mainly delegates
implementation to DID registry for attributes and
owner. Allows to set specific key-values for the
assets. The values can be either updatable or not.
Also allows for delegation and delegation
revocation.
8.4.3 AttestationRegistry
Stores VC hashes per topic per holder. The VC
hashes act as attestations and are stored as raw
bytes. The contract accepts byte arrays, meaning
it is left up to the caller to ensure the actual
hashes of VCs are being stored and not the full
VCs themselves, as that could result in Personally
Identifiable Information ending up on chain,
which is certainly not desirable.

8.5 CORDA DLT
The Corda DLT is being used to settle
agreements. Both the Fleetnode owner and the
consumers/customers have identities on Corda,
which can be stored in a field in their DID
documents. No access/example of the Corda DLT
integration is found. The SmartVin settlement
service does provide some insight into the
process though.
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8.6 IPFS
A local IPFS network is being used to store
attestations (VCs/VPs) in a distributed fashion. No
information

or documentation was provided

about it’s usage.

8.7 Architecture conclusion
The architecture seems to be separated into
multiple separate REST APIs in Micro Services
style. This allows for independent development
and eases in scaling a solution. As we will see in
chapter 6, the publicly available documentation is
lacking mostly, and access to all components has
not been given to the reviewer, which makes the
process of properly describing and ascertaining
the architecture almost impossible. Luckily there
is more internal documentation available which
helped in forming an understanding of the
platform as a whole. From the components that
where available it seems that proper separation
has been done, which should be easily scalable.
There are some questions on how decentralized
the architecture can operate, but that is mostly
driven by the lack of insight currently.
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9 Open-Source

nature

and

Vendor Lock-in
The source code currently is not made available
using an Open-Source license, with the exception
of the Smart Contracts and the TOMP-Gateway.
The latter has a Public Github repository, but is
missing an explicit License file in the source code
and has no advertised License in Github. The
package file lists the source-code with a MIT

As mentioned above and by the
author,
released

all
will

components
be

to

with the MIT

license. Attention will be paid to
properly documenting this in the
repository.

license, which is a quite liberal Open-Source
license, but it is unclear whether that was an
explicit choice for the source code.
bloxMove has reaffirmed during talks that it
wants

to

make

the

Fleetnode

and

be

other

components available as Open-Source code at
the latest by Q2 of 2022 using a liberal MIT
license.
The Solidity smart contracts for Ethereum seem
to be licensed under a GPLv3 Open-Source
license, which is a less liberal license. Basically
requiring an code incorporating GPLv3 code to
also publish code as GPLv3. The choice for GPLv3
seems more explicit as the choice for MIT in the
package file of the TOMP-GW component.
Especially since one smart contract basically is a
copy of an existing contract created by the uPort
project which has a more liberal Open-Source
license than GPLv3. This leaves the eventual
licensing terms for all the component open. The
team made clear that a more liberal MIT license
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will be chosen as the eventual Open-Source
license.
Some components like the Service Catalog
Aggregator, Settlement Service, Vehicle Authority
Service, Corda integration were not available in
source-code form to the reviewer. The same is
true for the `did-asset-library ` and `doorman`
component because of overlap concerns with
work of the reviewer’s company. This means it is
for the most part impossible to ascertain the
status and License of these components, so all
one can go by is the reaffirmation by bloxMove
about the future license.
That does bring questions about what explicit
license

will

specifically,

be used for what components
which

directly impacts potential

vendor lock-in. The reviewer suggests to seek
more clarity with bloxMove around this subject,
as open-source nature and the exact license(s) of
the

different

software

components

heavily

influence how open the code actually will be. The
team made clear that a more liberal MIT license
will be chosen as the eventual Open-Source
license. That is nice of course, but at present it
does mean that the components which have not
been

released

yet,

are

to

be

treated

as

closed-source components until they are actually
released.
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10 Use of SSI standards and
privacy
The

Fleetnode

software

relies

on

the

We are grateful for the authors

did-asset-library for doing the heavy lifting of the

suggestion (1) and (3). We have

SSI work. As mentioned, the reviewer does not

evaluated

have access to this library. By the looks of the

decided to implement them. These

method calls into that library from the Fleetnode.

have

10.1 DID methods support

immediately to make the system

the

suggestions

been

and

implemented

even more secure.
Currently the platform supports the following DID
It is also good that he accepts (2) to

methods:

be secure as it is.

-

Web

-

Ethr (Ethereum)

Safety is also a topic which should

-

Ont (Ontology)

be continuously improved actively

The DID-ethr method is its main supported DID
method. This DID method can store Decentralized
Identifiers on both public and private/consortium
run

Ethereum

networks.

DID-Web

allows

management of DIDs by hosting the associated
DID document using a webserver in a well-known
location.

That

is

especially

useful

over the lifetime of a software.
We find this rigorous questioning of
the security of the system good to
help us keep improving our security
and protect the information of the
future customers using this system.

for

organizations that do not wish to integrate DLTs

We hope and recommend that the

typically.

strict,

Given the use of Open-Source DID resolution
packages, and the way the interfaces of DID
management seem to be setup it is highly likely
that other DID methods could be easily supported
if desired.

10.2 DID subjects
DIDs seem to be used for different actors/entities

rigorous

and

stringent

approach displayed by NK to be
applied across the board to all
software brought into the Dutch
MaaS

ecosystem.

greatly

reduce

This
risk,

should
increase

stability and make the systems
secure

and

protective

confidential and personal data.
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of

within the platform. First of all there is the
Fleetnode

operator,

which

has

its

own

(account)DID. Assets like Vehicles have their own
DID, consumers (customers) have a DID and every
contract gets its own DID.
DIDs for the Fleetnode and contract will not be a
problem. Parties should be able to identify the
same

Fleetnode

operator

over

multiple

interactions over time. The fact that ever contract
gets uniquely created receiving its own DID is also
okay. That means that every rental has a new DID
associated.
Vehicle DIDs being static from a Transport
Operators perspective are okay for a PoC.
Although this type of information can leak to
other Transport Operators through for instance
the backfill support, it does mean that Transport
operators might be able to correlate more info
than one ideally would hope for. Still, this isn’t too
big of a problem in a PoC as the car industry
heavily relies on VIN numbers which are also
globally unique. For production you really want to
look at disposable IDs though.
A

potential

problem

that

needs

careful

consideration towards the future is the usage of
DIDs for the consumers. If the consumer is using
its DID across different Transport Operators, it
means that all these Transport Operators share
the same identifying key about a person across
their systems. This is different from traditional
systems where private keys are local to the
system of the respective Transport Operator. In
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theory, Transport Operators could collude and
share their data with each other. Since in essence,
their keys (DID) about the consumer are the
same, they are generating data about the same
subject, which now can easily be correlated and
combined. For production use cases it probably
makes

sense

to

investigate

whether

Zero

Knowledge Proofs and for instance techniques
like Link proofs would make sense to prevent
correlation by collusion as much as possible.

10.3 VC and VP support
The

code

Credentials

makes
and

to

heavy
some

use

of

Verifiable

extend

Verifiable

Presentations. It seems that a deliberate choice is
made to have Single-Use Credentials. These are
Credentials that expose a single property about
its subject. From a privacy perspective this means
that the holder of the VCs typically can make
choices about which VCs it will share as part of a
VP, meaning it does not have to disclose too
much information to a Verifier. Another approach
is to use selective disclosure with so called Zero
Knowledge Proofs. This brings additional privacy
options, like not even having to disclose the
holders ids, but at the cost of the technology
being

less

mature.

The

bloxMove

platform

currently does not support selective disclosure
using for instance Zero Knowledge techniques.
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10.4 User/Business Requirements
Certain

requirements

for

use

cases

are

implemented by the consumer or other party
needing to possess certain types of credentials
issued to them. The best example is the ‘Over 18’
requirement to drive a car for instance. Basically It
means the VC is issued to a holder after a KyC
check has been performed by the issuer on the
subject. From that point on the subject sends in
that respective ‘Over 18’ VC whenever needed
and only as part of a VP, to prove the subject
binding. The code seeks whether these VCs are
present in certain use cases, like renting a car.
A solution like that works and is not reliant on for
instance a Zero Knowledge solution which would
be able to derive these types of requirements
from for instance the data of birth of the subject,
without disclosing that actual date. The reviewer
does suggest to the bloxMove team to start using
the DIF Presentation Exchange specification
whenever a Verifier would like to pose certain
restrictions on the VCs it would like to see.

10.5 VCs are sometimes used differently than
one would expect
The structure and usage of VCs and VPs around
the rental process sometimes seems different
from what you would expect initially.
Starting a rental request as a consumer uses VPs
as one would expect. To bind the VCs that have
been issued by a KyC provider, containing claims
like for instance ‘over 18’ and

‘has a driver
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license’. There is a proper usage of the subject
being the consumer and the issuer being the KyC
provider. Then the consumer signs the VPs when
starting the rental request. The request contains
the car (DID) and a packageId and returns a
uniquely created rental contract DID to the
consumer. Instead of only returning the rental
contract DID, one could also have expected that
the Fleetnode would issue a Contract VC at this
point, as the contract was created by the
Fleetnode.
What happens next is that the consumer issues a
VC containing the contract DID as subject and the
consumer itself being the issuer. This means that
the

proof

contains

a

signature

of

the

We agree with this approach and
thank NK for this clean design. We
have implemented this and released
it together with this document.

issuer/consumer. The Fleetnode might be able to
correlate the initial subject id of the start rental
request with the issuer of this VC, but if a VC
would have been returned in the previous step
this process would be more explicit, as the
contract would have been bound to the consumer
already. All that is needed is sending in a VP
instead of a VC as the payload to confirm the
rental. The Fleetnode than has an easy job of
verifying the subject being the holder and knows
that the issuer was itself to begin with. Using a
contract DID as subject doesn’t seem to most
logical solution. Unfortunately the reviewer does
not have access to the actual smart contract code
of the rental contract, but from the test code it
seems that both the consumer DID as the vehicle
DID are present in the contract. It could be there
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is some logic in the smart contract that warrants
this approach however.
The confirm step doesn’t return data. It relies on
the returned HTTP status code to denote a
successful confirmation. Issuing a successful
booking as a VC could be added here.
After getting access tokens to unlock/lock the
vehicle the rental end request will be initiated by
the consumer. This is in the form of the consumer
issuing a VC with again as subject the contract
DID following the same pattern as the start. This
also alternatively could have been a VP, creating a
more direct binding. The benefit of this solution
would be that the Fleetnode could actually revoke
the “Rental VC” as part of the VP, which to the
reviewer seems to be a more natural flow. The
response contains usage data.
Lastly there is the end rental confirm step, where
similar to the start confirm step the consumer
sends in a VC with itself as the issuer and the
contract DID as the subject.
By making the consumers issuers and also having
them control the contract DIDs as subject it
automatically means that additional security
checking needs to happen on whether the rental
contract really includes the consumer (DID). The
Fleetnode is handling creating and returning the
contracts and their associated DIDs. One would
also expect the Fleetnode to issue VCs with that
information contained as subject data, with the
consumer as subject id. Then a simple verification
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of the VPs and a check for holder is subject is
enough to ensure nothing bad can happen. The
VC in the VP is issued by the Fleetnode after all
and can be cryptographically proven.
Unfortunately

I

do

not

have

access

the

`did-asset-library` to properly asses the security
impact of this approach, but it is hard to imagine
that this has no impact on the overall security of
the solution as the self-asserted VCs basically are
only proving possession of the VC after issuance.
The security seems to come from the accountDID
being the same linking pin between requests and
offers. Obviously offers can only come from the
fleetNode

owner’s

accountId,

so

these

are

cryptographically protected and thus provide
some level of protection.

As the DID asset library includes
some fairly sophisticated software
connecting

DID

and

VC

to

a

blockchain we requested to sign an
NDA for this component. As an
NDA was not acceptable, we were
not able to release the source code.
We

did

however

provide

very

A more common approach would have been to

detailed black-box documentation

issue VCs from the fleetNode owner, optionally

including

mixed in with self-asserted VCs, where VCs from

diagrams showing how the DID

the fleetNode owner either have:

asset library interacts with the core

-

The consumer as the subject ID and then

extensive

sequence

platform.

the contractDID as another field in the
subject object
-

Not so common: Multiple subjects, one id
for the contract DID and one for the
consumer/customer DID as a 2nd subject

Then the consumer would be handing over VPs
with a proof (signature) including a challenge and
domain.
From the Fleetnode’s perspective this would
mean it can always ensure to accept VCs from
itself exclusively, or other trusted fleetnodes as it
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inherently doesn’t trust consumers perse. Next to
that it knows that the VP comes from the actual
consumer it handed out the VC to, as there is a
check in the VP against the subject of the VC(s),
by means of the proof. Lastly you get automatic
replay protection.

10.6 Potential security related issues
There are 3 potential security related issues that
stood out, of which the first one seems to come
from the setup of VCs. Please be aware that the
first two issues might be properly handled in the
code, but the reviewer believes the first issue by
its design now crosses multiple boundaries and
could

have

been

contained

to

a

simple

cryptographic proof, making the chances of an
exploit happening a lot lower.
1) There are constructs where a VC is being
checked, like for instance on the end of a
rental. It is unclear why these aren’t
Verifiable Presentations (VPs). You would
expect a VP rental request from the
consumer and then the issuance of a VC
during start of a rental by the fleetnode
owner, followed by a VP end rental request
from the consumer during the end of a
rental. This ensures that the VP really was
signed by the same party as the subject
DID of the rental request (VC).
Right

now

the

security

comes

from

handing in a valid VC and the end rental
request containing the same DID as the
subject DID. It means that both the
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contract DID and the contract needs to be
inspected for a proper match of the
consumer.

It

also

means

the

issuer

signature of the end rental request needs
to be checked together with the issuer
being the consumer in the smart contract,
otherwise an attacker only needs the
issued start rental VC to end the rental. He
has a hold of the VC, thus knows the
contractId as it is the VC subject id. If the
VC falls into the hands of someone else,
this person would be able to end the
rental, without having to prove control
over the DID. Changing the setup as
described

earlier

means

simple

cryptographic checks makes these types
of potential pitfalls impossible.
2) The Corda Identity for the FleetNode
owner, is stored as part of the DID
Document using the ‘alsoKnownAs’ field if
present, which does pose a potential
security issue, especially from the DID
controller’s perspective. Normally a DID is
in full control of the owner, called the
controller.

This

characteristics

is
of

one

of

Self

the

key

Sovereign

Technology. Thus relying on any field other
than public keys is dangerous as it allows
the

controller

to

update

their

DID

Document and change the respective
value into a Corda Identity of another
entity

for

instance.

This

means

that

security measures need to be in place
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elsewhere to prevent this from happening.
After some discussions with the team, the
reviewer is properly convinced that this is
very unlikely to happen, given the Corda
Node is running next to the Fleetnode of a
Transport Operator. In turn the Corda
Node is protected cryptographically and
not accessible by others. So even if one
would use the Corda Id of another party,
the cryptography and access would not be
possible.
3) The cryptographic check on submitted
VCs happens after already performing
some other actions, like for instance
retrieving the rental data using the rental
contract DID. One would expect that check
on VCs/VPs to have happened first to
ensure

that

the

user

is

actually

in

possession of a valid credential to begin
with.

It

is

authentication

good
and/or

practice

when

authorization

is

involved, to do these checks as early as
possible,

to

not

potentially

disclose

information to an attacker, like for instance
whether a contractId is valid or not.
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11

Extensive

answers

to

predefined questions
11.1 Is the overall architecture clear and
documented. That includes both the
TOMP API/GW and bloxMove platform
itself. If not what is missing?
The documentation is available.
Except it currently is mostly closed-off from the
outside world, residing on their Wiki/Confluence.
The depth of the documentation that is publicly
available is mostly superficial. The not-publicly
available documentation has more depth and also
contains Architectural documentation, API design
and usage/integration documentation.

The

documentation

and

mentioned are being released in
public repositories. With this the
fleetnode will be buildable and
testable for everyone. With the
accompanying flow diagrams the
usage of the system will be clear.

The architecture is properly documented, but not
publicly available. There are multiple components,
REST APIs, ledgers and smart contracts involved.
The documentation is geared towards building
and running the Fleetnode. The architecture
becomes

clearer

from

the

tests

non-public

documentation and by looking at the source code
and the test available, since some systems and
components are being mimicked (mocked) to
properly test small units of the code.
The public Fleetnode documentation is not
sufficient currently.
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11.2 How Open-Source is the solution, or
parts of the solution and what is the
intent and planning if parts are not
Open-Source (scope of the Open-Source
nature). What type of license is involved?
Most code currently is not available with an

The relevant code for the Dutch

Open-Source license. The exceptions are the PoC

Blockchain

and partial TOMP Gateway which is available with

ministry will be released under the

a

MIT library.

liberal

Apache

2

license,

and

the

Coalition

and

the

smart-contracts sent via e-mail by the bloxMove
team, which are available with a restrictive GPLv3
license. The team made clear that most code
should be released as Open-Source using a liberal
MIT license in Q2 2022, with the exception of the

The smart contracts are part of the
did-asset-library

and

will

be

released with the library under the
MIT license.

Settlement Service.

Due

The DID Asset library, which does most of the SSI

did-asset-library

heavy lifting and the Doorman component, which

refactored before open-sourcing.

bridges authentication with VCs, was explicitly

The settlement service has to be

left out of scope on request of bloxMove, given

removed from the repository as well

the potential overlap with the work reviewer is

as other changes. It should then be

doing. Then there are other components that the

released by e.o. 2022.

to

IP

issues
has

to

the
be

reviewer did not have access to, like for instance
the Service Catalogue aggregator and the Vehicle
Authority service.
The above basically means that a lot of code and

At the end of this document is a

components

timeline

currently

are

not

available

as

when

the

relevant

Open-Source software. The team did stress on

components will be available as

several occasions that almost all code will go out

open source.

as MIT. Some parts of the pure crypto solution,
which includes the BLXM token might be licensed
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GPL, but that is not part of the envisioned Dutch
ecosystem.
The above does mean that currently most code is
not Open-Source and thus inherent risks are
involved if the different components, the license
type and the timeline would not be put in writing.
If there are Closed source components, are they
well documented, and could they be replaced if
there would be a need (Vendor lock-in).
By extension of the above, the answers is: yes

As mentioned above the Doorman

there are currently closed-source components,

will not be open sourced as it is

including the Fleetnode itself as well as other

legacy code and is not relevant for

external REST APIs, like the Service Catalog

the Dutch Blockchain Consortium

Aggregator, Vehicle Authority, Virtual Car Wallet

or the ministry.

and the DID asset library. They are documented
well, but this documentation is not available to
the public. The bloxMove teams will open-source
all of their current offering with the exception of
the Settlement Service. This service is described
well enough to be replaced by another solution if
parties would see a need. The current reality is
that most components are not made available yet
with an Open-Source license. Meaning a lot of
code is closed-source. See above.
By the looks of the testing code a lot of these
components would be relatively easy to replace
with Open-Source components if the respective
components

would

not

be

made

available

Open-Source. The biggest exceptions it the
Doorman components, as from the testcode is
does not immediately become clear how this
component exactly works.
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11.3 Are open standards being used where
applicable (Vendor lock-in)
For SSI, Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs) and the

As is stated by NK, the standards

Verifiable Credential Data model are being used,

from W3C and the Open Ethereum

which are both W3C specifications. Currently it

standard are used. So there is no

seems like no SSI transports like DIDComm,

vendor lock-in.

CHAPI, OpenID, VC API are being used, as the
VCs and VPs are being used as payloads in the
requests and responses of the REST API (which is
fine). The DID registry on Ethereum is based on
the well-known uPort implementation which in
turn

implements

an

Ethereum Improvement

Proposal (which is an Open Ethereum standard).

11.4 What

is

the

overall

Technology

Readiness Level at this point? How
mature is the solution?
The current code seems to be in a Proof of
Concept state, close to a Minimal Viable Product

NK's evaluation here is confusing.

(MVP) by the looks of the Fleetnode code. More

Do

publicly available testing and documentation are

documents and tests automatically

prerequisites though. Also some of the code is

improve the rating to TRL7, when

clearly written to take the easy route, meaning

they are made public?

geared towards a PoC or MVP at best. In order to
determine the Technology Readiness Level a
proper Technology Assessment would need to be
conducted.

We will follow EU readiness levels,

based upon an assessment of currently available
information. The levels are described for instance
in https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/dat

the

internally

available

But he goes on to say "Also some of

the code is clearly written to take
the

easy

route"

-

this

seems

unmeasurable and therefore not
helpful in the judgement of the
technical readiness level.

a/ref/h2020/wp/2014_2015/annexes/h2020-wp
1z15-annex-g-trl_en.pdf are as follows:
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TRL 1 – basic principles observed

This also seems to contradict with
his statement in 3.6 where he

TRL 2 – technology concept formulated

writes: "The source code itself can

TRL 3 – experimental proof of concept

be improved as mentioned, but it is

TRL 4 – technology validated in lab

in a state with a relative low amount

TRL 5 – technology validated in relevant
environment

(industrially

relevant

environment in the case of key enabling
technologies)

of technical debt and written in a
way that is easy to follow. As such
the overall code itself seems to be
of a relative good quality." - which
seems to imply a good level to be

TRL 6 – technology demonstrated in
relevant environment (industrially relevant
environment in the case of key enabling
technologies)

released.
The

authors

of

this

document

believe that the code quality and
documentation is important. But to

TRL 7 – system prototype demonstration

do

in operational environment

operational environment (TRL7) it is

TRL 8 – system complete and qualified

more

TRL

9

–

operational

actual

system

environment

proven

in

(competitive

manufacturing in the case of key enabling
technologies; or in space)

a

demonstration
important

to

in
win

an
the

confidence of the market parties
and the government involved. This
is done by the overall competencies
of the company involved, including
active

development,

service,

The Fleetnode and TOMP GW are certainly at

support and other such intangibles.

least at level TRL 3. The Fleetnode and other

Code metrics are by themselves

APIs, minus the TOMP GW, probably are at level

only

TRL 4 to TRL 6. This is devised based upon the

considerations.

one

part

of

the

overall

below findings.
The current code seems to be in an advanced
Proof of Concept state, towards a MVP. Lack of
public documentation, tests, licenses not being
open-source yet and not having access to all the
components are clear indicators of the platform
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not being production ready. This makes TRL level
7 or higher impossible at present.

11.5 Is privacy of travellers secured?
Yes and no:

Yes, in the sense that SSI is being used, meaning

Although this would be better with

that attributes about the traveller’s identity are

zero knowledge proofs, these are

being stored in the device of the traveller itself.

not ready for general operational

This obviously has a benefit from a privacy

use at the present time.

perspective. The solution uses single-use VCs,
meaning

that

a single identity attribute is

represented by a single VC. This gives the
traveller a lot of flexibility when attributes need to
be disclosed as a Verifiable Presentation, at the
expense of potentially being more problematic if
these VCs would also be used in a more generic
type of SSI wallet in the future. The team could
look for so called Zero Knowledge types of proofs
in the future, to allow for more flexibility and
privacy,
Especially

allowing
with

for
current

selective
Credential

disclosure.
Manifest

issuance specification and Presentation Exchange
for VC definitions and validations in the hands of
the traveller.

No, in the sense that the solution introduces a
single DID for the traveller currently. A DID is a
unique identifier. Normally a single system of a
company uses a unique identifier (primary key) to
track a single user or asset for instance. In this
case the DID acts as that identifier. With the big
difference, that this DID is used cross company
and Transport Operator, meaning you have a
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unique value to track the traveller across all of
them. In the future this needs to be addressed
with for instance Zero Knowledge Proofs / link
secrets or similar privacy preserving techniques.

11.6 Is

anything

needed

for

eIDAS

interoperability?
DIDs are being used as pseudonyms for travelers,
since they uniquely identify a single traveler, even
across Transport Operators. This is something to
be aware of. From the eIDAS perspective not too
big of a problem, same for the right to erasure. It
is not something that is really applicable from the
bloxMove platform’s perspective. As it is quite
easy to prove that the information being gathered
is necessary for the Transport Operator to
operate. The problem might be more outside of

The platform is designed for future
integration

with

eIDAS. By the

usage of IPS is the "right to be

forgot" possible. The data may be
stored long enough until it should
be deleted. These options will all be
implemented
interoperability

when
with

the

eIDAS

needed.

the scope of the platform with TOs keeping track
of the data for other purposes.
Like most projects non ETSI signatures are being
used, meaning the signature scheme is not in line
with eIDAS. This is however an SSI industry
problem currently and has to do with the different
approach

SSI

takes

from

more

traditional

Certificate Authority based certificates.
The attestations which also act as an audit trial
are stored using the hashes of VCs/VPs and thus
are

unique

across

invocations.

The

actual

VPs/VCs are stored on IPFS, which means that
the data could be made inaccessible (right to
erasure).
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is

That does bring a final remark in terms of eIDAS.
Data needs to be kept according to specified
terms and timelines for defined purposes. This
also means that data needs to be purged after it
has exceeded these terms. Although it seems
technically

possible

from

the

platforms

perspective, the reviewer has no insight into
whether it is actually implemented or not.

11.7 Is the solution scalable?
By the looks of the design of the Fleetnode it
should be. Currently it seems that the respective
Corda/Ethereum ledgers and potentially IPFS
could be the bottleneck in the architecture. Most

Scalability is also guaranteed by the
actual system running on the open
source hyperscalar Kubernetes.

of the code should be easily scalable horizontally
and vertically by the looks of it.

11.8 What ledgers, DID methods and SSI
technologies are being supported? What
would be needed for interop with other
ledgers/DID methods?
Currently Ethereum is being used for the smart
contracts around DIDs and asset registration.
Other EVM compatible blockchains exists and the
smart contracts are straightforward, so they
should be easy to port. Next to that Corda is
being used for settlement. Corda is a logical
choice. If needed an alternative solution could be

The

structure

of

the

did-asset-library allows the easy
implementation

of

new

DID

methods. Due to IP issues this code
was not available to NK during the
review.

chosen, even without having seen the actual
integration.
3 DID methods are mainly being used. DID web,
which used no blockchain at all and allows for
publishing of Public keys/Verification Methods
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using a webserver. DID onto, from the ontology
project. It is not entirely clear why this method is
supported and what benefits it brings next to
interoperability with that particular blockchain.
The main blockchain based DID method is
Ethereum, with its DID ethr method.
It should be very straight forward to integrate
other DID methods. Although the DID integration
is part of the DID asset library to which the
reviewer did not have access. The process of DID
resolution is very easy. The process of DID
registration is really dependent on the respective
DID method, but typically also not very complex.

11.9 Are

the

TOMP

API

and

DID/VC

standards correctly implemented?
Only a subset of the TOMP API (service-catalog,
booking

creation/confirmation/end,

and

door-status) is implemented. Basically it maps
everything to the Fleetnode which handles the
SSI

internally.

The

implementation

seems

The

DID/VC

standards

are

implemented to the best of our
knowledge correctly.

This should

become easily verifiable for anyone
once the source code is available.

straightforward and clearly is at a PoC level at this
point (as one can expect, given it was executed as
a PoC).
The DID/VC standards are probably implemented
correctly. I do see use of single-purpose VCs to
maximize privacy and the use of Verifiable
Presentations to allow for holder binding of the
VCs, proving that the holder owns the keys
associated with the DID to which the VCs were
issued. Given the DID Asset library was left out of
scope, there is not much more to tell about it,
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with

the

final

remark

that

some

API

requests/responses might seem a bit different
than one would expect. This is mentioned in
chapter <REF>

11.10 Is

there

enough

insight

into

the

workings of the Smart contracts and
settlement components?

We believe the word “enough” to be

There is enough insight into the working of the

misplaced in this question, as there

smart contracts, as the source code was shared.

is no need for the Doorman in the

As to the settlement components, the answer is

setup under review. The Doorman

no, as the code is not shared. The SmartVIN

was not used in the PoC we

service in the Fleetnode does give a small bit of

conducted with the Ministry. It is

insight, but not enough.

only used in legacy environments,

11.11 Is

there

enough

insight

into

the

“Doorman” component?

where

we

backwards
existing

need

to

ensure

compatibility

Single-Sign

On

with
(SSO)

Simple no. No code was available to the reviewer,

protocols such as OAUTH2 and

no architecture and it is not really deducible from

OIDC. This was not and will not be

testcode. The bloxMove team will provide a

the case in the case of the work

blackbox description of the component though.

conducted with the DBC and the
Ministry.mIn

the

interest

of

transparency, the bloxMove team
will provide a blackbox description
of the component anyway.

11.12 Is

the

“discovery/service

catalog

aggregation” properly described and
could it server as a central component in
the sector?
No code was provided for the Service Catalogue

The service catalogue holds the

Aggregator. It should act as a low level crawler

details of the fleetnode and where
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component. From the Fleetnode code which has

they are to be found. It is hoped in

some integration with the Service Catalogue

the

aggregator is becomes more clear what the

component this will explain the use

aggregator is about, but with lack of insight at

of the component. As a catalogue

present all that can be said is that it currently is

of the fleet nodes it is a light weight

not

component and should not lead to

a

solution

that can act as a central

component for the sector.

open

sourcing

of

this

scaling issues.

11.13 What is the role of the BLXM token in
the architecture and solution?
From the code perspective at present there is no

Depending

role it seems.

model chosen there are various

Gathered from the team, they ultimately want to
have the BLXM token on the public CELO
mainnet, as the primary means to pay for
services. That doesn’t exclude parties paying in
fiat/money, it simply means that for every fiat
transaction a BLXM transaction will also be
provided by a third party.

on

the

governance

scenarios possible.
For the time being and based on
preliminary work conducted by the
DBC

and

Thomas

Müller

the

working assumption is that the
eventual model will be some form
of consortium.
This would then be governed by
Dutch institution(s) as opposed to
bloXmove and CELO.
In such a setup, the BLXM token
circulates in the inner protocol of
the platform but is not visible to
either

end

user

or

operator.

bloXmove purely uses it for internal
bookkeeping of transactions.
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12 Conclusions and Roadmap
As was stated in the executive summary: The bloXmove platform for decentralized
mobility is now production ready and is being released over the next 6 months.
We have a number of active pilots in the works, all of them scheduled to go to market
with 2022:
1. Mittweida, TIER --- wording as per Sophia
2. SAP.io: --> SAP.store --> Sophia
3. Athlon: Mobility Budget App
4. Flixbus: integration of 3rd party transport operators into flixbus customer
journey
5. 50Hertz and Energy Web Foundation: full verification and settlement for
decentralized charging (“roaming without roaming”)
6. Bankhaus van der Heydt: IBAN2Ledger. Seamlessly integrating bank account
(“IBAN”) with Decentralized Ledger Technology to reap the benefits of both
worlds: existing banking and payment services at the flexibility and scalability
of blockchain. Point in fact being that we are actively engaged with a number of
reputable partners who will launch commercial pilots with bloXmove by Q3.
The reader is invited to follow the progress of the bloXmove team in GitHub – as the
improvements will be continuous over the lifecycle of the product. Please feel free to
contact the team if there are any further questions or doubts.
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The bloXmove Mobility Blockchain Platform (MBP) is transformative in its scope and
disruptive in the mechanisms it applies. As such, the platform software itself is
continously evolving It lies in the nature of software that it is never finished;
continuous improvements with regular new releases are a sign of a healthy and
improving platform development system. Although this may be clear to the reader if
they have studied or worked in software development, it may not be clear to someone
from another domain: In software there can be no absolutisms; tomorrow’s version
should always be better than todays – by which token today’s software was clearly less
than perfect!
There can never be enough tests or documentation. There is no absolute value or level
where a production release happens. This can only be judged by the market and the
law makers of the land.
It is important for policy makers to hold up a high standard of software safety to
protect consumers. For this reason, we have enjoyed working with the Dutch
blockchain collaboration and see this review process as absolutely necessary for every
company wishing to enter the market.
We sincerely invite other parties to submit themselves to a similar review and put their
code out to the open source community. Together we can shape the future of Power &
Mobility!
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13 Appendix
13.1 Full list of documentation
The main architecture documentation and overview of the system is available here:
https://bloxmove-com.github.io/
From there further links can be found to the relevant detailed documentation. Test
procedures and installation documents may be found in the individual repositories at
GitHub:
https://github.com/orgs/bloxmove-com/repositories
Over-arching installation and tests may be explicitly found in:
https://github.com/bloxmove-com/platform-deploy-test

13.2 Roadmap
Because the work for a full documented and installable system will be continuously
done, we provide here a roadmap with the relevant milestones for 2022:
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For release management reasons the making of the components as open source will
be split into three groups. The first group to be released at the end of April includes:
●

Fleet Node

●

CPO Node

The second group, release date beginning of June, includes:
●

Platform Services

●

Vehicle Authority

●

Virtual Car Wallet

●

Sample KYC

The third group, release date beginning of August, includes:
●

Fleet Backend

●

Fleet Portal

●

Service Catalog Aggregator

●

Did-asset-library with the verifiable invoicing library
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